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Andrew Rutsch sheds light on the Spanish energy firm’s evolution to international sector leader

From rational strategies
to emotionally rich
business journeys
The Gas Natural Fenosa case

T

he shift from the industrial to the information age is
on its way. After two world wars in the last century,
people were longing for a calmer life and satisfying
basic needs such as TVs, cars or holidays abroad.
The economy was thriving, firms competed primarily within
their industry boundaries and change was rather incremental.
In that environment, businesses were able to profitably grow
by creating and exploiting knowledge based assets – core
competencies, intellectual property and functional expertise
– that delivered rational value: computers with stronger
CPUs and memory, TVs with better resolution and so forth.
The shift away from the rational industrial age
In today’s uncertain information age, doing business is shifting.
Offers to choose from are abundant, capital and labour much
more mobile, traditional businesses under attack by new
entrants (think Amazon, Google, Apple, Airbnb, Uber) and
saturated consumers seek both performance and meaning
– altogether driving incremental and radical change. Factor in
the advent of digital technology that accelerates the flow of
information and fast-forward a few years: the convergence of
knowledge is close. It becomes less exclusive and increasingly
difficult to use as a differentiator.
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The workshop theme
was focused on developing
middle management as
the strategic lifeblood
of enterprises but the
exchange soon evolved
into a discussion of how
people and businesses
should be led in today’s
information age

50

Stengel in his ten
year growth study
found 50 businesses
that outperformed
the S&P 500 index...

57%

...in the case of
Starbucks, he found
that its revenues
attributed to
emotional connection
grew from 26% in
2001 to 57% in 2010

Hence, creating a new knowledge-based advantage that
delivers rational value may be a ticket to the game. To win
the game, however, requires routinising and emotionalising
such value creation. For example, Stengel (2011) in his tenyear growth study found 50 businesses that outperformed the
S&P 500 index. In the case of Starbucks, one of the growth stars,
he found that its revenues attributed to emotional connection
grew from 26% in 2001 to 57% in 2010. In the same time period,
FedEx, another star, lifted this same metric from 17% to 55%.
While this influence is commonly accepted by B2C companies,
B2B companies such as German growth leader Kuka, a robotics
company, are proactively catching up.
The last EFMD CLIP Sharing Best Practice Workshop hosted by
Spanish international energy firm Gas Natural Fenosa on 20
March 2015 in Barcelona, Spain, provided rich insights into this
shift. The workshop theme was focused on developing middle
management as the strategic lifeblood of enterprises but the
exchange soon evolved into a discussion of how people and
businesses should be led in today’s information age.
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Gas Natural Fenosa – from national to international
sector leader
The evolution of Gas Natural Fenosa provides an illustrative
example. It can be grouped into four major steps:
• 1843 – 1912: Beginnings
• 1912 – 1987: Expansion in the Iberian Peninsula
• 1987 – 1992: Consolidation in the gas sector
• 1992 – 2015: International business expansion
and diversification
Today, Gas Natural Fenosa is present in more than 30 countries
with 23,000 employees, offering services to more than 23
million customers. The acquisition of the electricity company
Unión Fenosa in 2009 allowed it to bring gas and electricity
provision together in order to compete in an increasingly
integrating and globalising market. In a harsh environment,
it has focused on efficiency gains and strong international
expansion resulting in incremental net turnover and profit
progression over recent years.
The firm’s targeted evolution from national to international
leader reflects a focus on the “hard” (key assets, business model)
and “soft” side (collaboration, culture) in pursuing profitable
growth. On the hard side, it is advancing from satisfying existing
customer needs (such as combining gas and electricity) into
also emerging needs (such as renewable energy) by actively
growing and acquiring critical assets as part of its business
model evolution. To reinforce and sustain such hard change,
firm leadership emphasises the softer side: by building a
stronger collaboration with its staff – one that actively solicits
their engagement and inputs towards a growth culture that
will drive its future progression.

Engaging middle management as lifeblood
for profitable growth
Practice and research show that the most critical success factor
in how to realise profitable growth is actual leadership practice:
how the company’s management mobilises and orchestrates
key constituencies and whole markets through strongly
interactive and system shaping practices towards creating a
social movement which continuously strengthens and evolves
its business model, culture and performance (Rutsch 2015).
So one key group the firm has recently started to engage
proactively towards that end is its middle manager population.
Its current role and potentially much larger contribution became
clear when Gas Natural Fenosa was recently faced with rolling
out global distribution and sales processes. This would affect
tens of thousands of key stakeholders in how the company
attempted to work going forward. Also, an employee survey
in 2013 reinforced the call for action: a clear need to strengthen
the role, development and impact of its 2,500 middle managers
– a very diverse group ranging from department heads to
operational unit managers – to reinforce the firm’s evolution
and help mobilise the rest of the organisation: the “Jefaturas”
programme was launched, with ten work streams aiming to
turn this key group into a vector for profitable growth (Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1:
TEN WORK STREAMS TO DRIVE AND SUSTAIN THE PROFITABLE GROWTH

CATEGORY

PERFORMANCE

DEVELOPMENT

Optimize chain of command
Reclassify

ORGANIZATION

Strengthening the role modelling,
aligning it with the Gas Natural
Fenosa Leadership Model

Reinforcing and strengthening
the Leadership Model

LEADERSHIP

STRENGTHENING THE ROLE

Improving the feedback process
TALENT CYCLE

Creating a ‘Jefaturas’ School
Reviewing mobility and diversity plans
Performance evaluation
Recognition
Compensation
Rewards

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

COMMUNICATION

Improving the communication process
between top level management, middle
managers and contributors
Encouraging collaboration betwen areas

30

Gas Natural Fenosa
is present in more
than 30 countries with
23,000 employees...

23m
...offering services
to more than 23
million customers

At the core of Gas Natural
Fenosa’s transformational
ambition lies the “Jefaturas”
School which meanwhile
has been rebranded
into Savia – the Spanish
meaning for lifeblood –
in energizing Gas Natural
Fenosa’s profitable growth

Design platforms to lever the value and knowledge of
middle managers, involving them in strategic reflections

At the core of this transformational ambition lies the
“Jefaturas” School, which meanwhile has been rebranded
into Savia – the Spanish meaning for lifeblood – in energising
Gas Natural Fenosa’s profitable growth. With a blend of hard
(operational excellence) and soft content (influence and
team management) and a highly interactive format steered
and supported by the company’s leadership over one
year, it is the nucleus in starting to turn the firm’s global
future and new identity into reality by helping build middle
managers’ capabilities and performance as well as sustained
interaction amongst them and with the rest of the organisation.
First promising results have started to materialise: Rationally,
programme participants are putting their lessons learned
into actual use and the new distribution and sales processes
are delivering efficiency gains. Emotionally, people are
highly satisfied with the programme and they are requesting
to continue deepening their impact on strategic plans and
on people management and security improvement. In other
words, they have started to internalise the values that Savia
reflects: strength, joy, vital energy and capacity. Because
of the programme’s success, company leadership decided
to maintain its commitment: to continue the programme,
strengthen the leadership model, and continue the key
drivers defined.
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2.5k

The “Jefaturas”
program was launched
in response to a clear
need to strengthen the
role, development and
impact of its 2,500
middle managers –
a very diverse group
ranging from
department heads
to operational unit
managers , and to
reinforce the firm’s
evolution and help
mobilize the rest of
the organization

The new norm: Towards emotionally rich business journeys
The Gas Natural Fenosa case stands out because of two factors:
a move from a one-off programme towards a continuous
journey, and several measures seeking to shape the larger social
system as opposed to its partial optimisation. This is a departure
from the prevalent practice in many organisations seeking quick
fixes to deeper problems in an uncertain and accelerating
environment. Turning the game around, they strive towards a
continuous business journey, with senior management driving
a two-way collaboration with key actors towards sustainable
profitable growth. That way, it is emotionalising the journey –
by building relationships and amplifying its softer side – but
is rationally sharply focused on the short- and long-term hard
evolution required in its key assets and business model.
A popular McKinsey article (Bradley, Bryan & Smit 2012)
discusses this trend: the need for a regular dialogue that
involves a larger group of stakeholders to help firms adapt
in times of murkiness. The authors argue in favour of building an
institutional, interactive practice of tackling both operating issues
and enacting rational strategies that evolve over time – and thus
become emotionally much more internalized. While companies
are moving forward in engaging more proactively their middle
managers (Vilà & Canales 2008), evolving prevalent rational
management into a wider growth focused leadership practice
that is rationally and emotionally rich should and will be the
way forward, in today’s information age that drives rational
convergence and rewards emotional connection.
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